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Bdo witch guide ps4

BDO Witch/Sedition Wizard Am I Fit to Be A Castor? The witch and the wizard are aoE bursty chapters. If you are looking to survive, we kind of don't exist it. In BDO, support type categories aren't really anything, although we have important enthusiasts for pvp. These AoEs also make The Witch and Wiz strong BEI classes. In 1v1, we can excel, but not as easily as other layers. We have high accuracy and
damage to skills, but this is mostly because late game flows basically add double damage to skills. With the right setting we can be fast, but we're not mobile, making positioning an extra important thing in PvP. High accuracy and damage to skills gives us more flexibility for other blocks compared to other layers, but we still need AP need to deal with the damage. Also, Witch Wiz is only braindead layers if
you braindead. I personally feel that The Witch Wizards, is a low skill floor, but a high skill ceiling class. They're very easy to pick up, and very simplistic in nature. Great damage in the awakening position, and great heals in the attitude of the staff. As you approach the end of the game, playing Maggie becomes more challenging. Everyone is under the impression that the zinga has overcome, and will
beeline for you during a group battle at the first possible moment. 1v1 we don't have strong points, so expect to lose most of 1v1 encounters, unless you are heavily oriented, or are very skilled in the category. However, Maggie's team's fighting prowess is unparalleled. Heals and limits the damage amateurs turn the tides of battle, and our region's great spells deal massive damage to enemies on the field.
Maggie sought after strongly in the big siege unions, and the unions alike had a small knot. In the end, the Maggi is what makes them. I personally prefer a glass cannon or playstyle killer in MMORPG, but support and playstyle processor in MOBA and Arcade Shooters. My current option, the wizard, has suited both of these roles to me, with my only wrench being a ridiculous amount of effort I have to put in
to be competitive in 1v1 scenarios. Good luck, have fun and, most importantly, always charm with backups. Witch vs Wizard How can I choose? WitchWizardHas block polishing w/ S auto casting has a grab and normal block ss is useful for the fightsGrab set makes the best processor in 1v1Earth and fire lightning elements and water elements are medium rangedSkills are mid-range/meleeWeak awakened
black spirit rage skillVery strong awakened black spirit wit TheYungOldBetter DPS sustained damageReactive classBoobsno boobsing your sex is a very intimate and personal decision. In the end, everything comes down to any playstyle, items, and character model you prefer. If you are looking for more OP than two, know that both are exceptionally powerful, and it does not have a distinct advantage over
another. You must play the class you enjoy though. Both are very strong in PvE, and both are very strong in the PvP range, and both are not strong in the 1v1s. Both the S-Gear Charming block and wizard weapons are: staff, Aad Sphera (witch) / Gooder Sphera (wizard), Dagger Gear offers az 0-200 AP guidance infographic guide: (found on /r/BlackDesertOnline) click the AP Offhand link mentioned in this
general guide will be a steel dagger. Use Urugon'sshoes instead of Muskan and Griffon instead of Giath's Helm. Use Infographic progress to advance your gear up to about 200 AP. Don't look here before then. Then you can start thinking about different offhands and alternative buildings. Some softcap suggestions that people mix and match (assuming TET Dande, TET Boss Shield): 2x TRI Crescent
Ring2x TRI Tungrad Earring (Wiz)2x TET Whale Earrings Rosartet Daggerying DaggerteT DaggerteT Daggertet DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT DaggerteT Daggerduo Ogre ogre ring (necklace) TRI Centaur Belttri Baslisk Belttri Sicil's Necklacetri Tungrad Belttri Tungrad Necklacetet Red Coral Coral Earring Crystal Crystal Priorits: 1: 5 Cast Speed
2: 5 crit 3: Free up 2x helmet 4: Free up 2x Gems weapon you must use cheaper crystals early to save money. When you make enough gear, you can start using food/fashion to make up some stats for using other crystals. Example: Kazarka + Boss Gear Serendia + Media Meals When You Have 4/4 Crete and Cast for 5/5.Mediah Meal + Crete Zee When You Have 4/4 to Reach 5/5. With the new addition
of 10s Elixir CD, some more statistics can be made up with elixirs without having to micromanage elixirs as much. It is still more work to keep however. As you move to the right, you get more freedom to switch up crystals. You don't have to use the exact same ones, and some are freer than others like the first 2X MCI cell – power can be anything you really want. Legend for some shortcuts under the
layout. [Click here to find more like Jane/Boone/Won Crystals] Beginners 2 Green Shield Slot + 2 Green Weapon Advanced Slot 2 Green Shield Slot + 2 Green Slot WeaponLiverto + Green ArmorKzarka + Green Shield / Partial Boszzarka + Full Posoyabon Crystal2x MCI - Power2x AMC – Edis2x BMC - Precision * ———————-2x AMC Power BMC - Precision * AMC * ———————-2x RBF - Energy
Helmet Crystals 2x MCI - Memory2x Kydcit's Adventure (Event Element) ————————— -2x MCI - Experience2x MCI - Memory2x MCI - Experience——————-2x AMC - Agility 2x MCI – Experience——————-2x AMC - Agility Shield Crystal2x MCI - Evasion———————2x AMC - Cobelinus2x MCI - Evasion———————2x AMC - Cobelinus2x MCI - Evasion Evasion———————2x AMC -
Cobelinus2x MCI - ———————2x AMC - Cobelinus2x MCI - Evasion———————2x BMC - Cobelinus Gloves 2x MCI ValorMCI - ValorAMC - ViperMCI - Valor AMC ViperBMC ViperbMC Fiberpants Crystals 2x MCI Swiftness2x MCI Swiftness2x MCI Swiftness2x BMCness Swift——————-2x RBF - Adamantine combination—————— or BMC RBF – Adamantine——————–Or
combinationDagger (some daggers have 1 slot)Awakened Black Spirit ———————–MCI Crit1-2 Awakened Black Spirit ———————–1-2 MCI Crit1-2 Awakened Black Spirit ———————–1-2 MCI Crit1-2 Awakened Black Spirit ———————–1-2 MCI Crit1-2 Awakened Black Spirit ———————–1-2 MCI CritOther (makes up for missing stat)Mediah Meal: +1 Casting SpeedMediah Meal: +1
Casting SpeedSerendia Meal: +1 CritCrit Costume Margoria Special: +2 Crit + 2 Move SpeedCrit Costume Blue – (MCI) Magic Crystal of Infinity Orange – (AMC) Ancient Magic Crystal, (RBF) Red BattleField Crystal Yellow – (AMC) Ancient Magic Crystal of Enchantment, (BMC) Black Magic Crystal ——— Option separator * – BMC – Precision is the +8 Accuracy, +10% Ignore All Resistance version of the
gem. Offhands – Daggers DaggerStats in TRI/ULTNotesSteel34 AP3 Monster dmg+1 SP ATK 3 Dmg1SlotBest Monster Start, after AP High Attack 1 SP may end up adding more damage than extra AP from Novir. This is the main settlement dagger when you just start. You should use this so that you have at least two yellow accessories and at least some TRI trainer before considering other offhands.
Bronze14 AP3 Monster dmg23 (+23) Evasion5 1 1 1 SP ATK1SlotNot very useful, since Witch/Wiz has high-resolution rates. Parrying14 AP3 monster dmg27 (+81) dodging1 DR +100 HP + 1 SP ATK1Slot has mostly been based on evasion, making it very tanky. It has very little difference in attack/defense compared to Mozart. Used to evade builds. Rosar15 AP3 monster dmg23 (+52) dodging4 DR +1 SP
ATK 2SlotThe DP here has less evasion of parrying, but more AP than crystals. Nouver40 AP5 DR5 Dmg10% monster cc resist2SlotHighest AP out hand, and 2 slots are very useful for more AP and HP, or 2x +1 grit. Do the most rough damage, but not consistent. Compared to the steel dagger, it may do less special ATK damage, but it is better at breaking blocks and through super armor, and stronger
against combos. This is a small upgrade compared to STEEL and should not be used until other gear is already upgraded. Kutum29 AP43 mosnter dmg9 (+27) evasion11 Acc6 DR10% ignore the resistance of 2SlotHybrid out of hand, it provides some tankiness without losing much AP in PvP. The main use is that pve damage is very high, causing it to outperform all other daggers in PvE.This does not
mean it's bad for P. PPvE is required for a high level. Alternative Gear for The Hoster Vic, here is a wall of text about the pros and cons of the various gear builds people have asked for. A lot of new information has come in the last few months such as Hidden Evasion and DD, 2 Piece Bonus Conversion Set for GNNil and Raraba, a new gear trainer. Green Helmets: Most green helmets have the highest
evasion of Jiath, about 4% green TET vs. TET trainer and 6% green pen vs TET trainer. The controversy is if 100 hp + some DR &gt; 6% evasion. With AP softcap high test ing rates versus tet trainer, green helmet may not even help here. Griffon vs. Jayath: Griffon's head provides 6 DR and 5% Compared with 100HP Jiath. As a whole, 6 DR is not much, but as the trainer shield goes from TRI to TET, it
earns more than an additional DR evasion so dr here may help. However, 100 hp of Jiath can't be underestimated as well. So far, no one has tested and published data between the two (it will be very difficult to test the difference). Rokaba: Like green helmets, Rokaba's own helmet has more evasion than jiath. As a bonus set 2 pieces, you are supposed to earn 20 evasion (information from datamine). In
total you earn more evasion compared to only shield trainer. However, if you swap Bheg's Rocaba 2 piece, you will lose the accuracy of Bheg. If you swap another shield trainer for 2-piece Rocaba, you will lose dodging and DD as well. Oregon vs. Moscoone: TET Muskan: 127 Dodging + 39 DR, TET Urugon: 84 Dodging + 71 DR + 1 speed. Orgon provides much more DR than Muskans (way over Jayath-
&gt; Griffon), which fits the theme that the TET trainer gets much more than DR and tankiness of TRI. In the test, Orgon has been shown to be a tankier of Muskan's TET trainer setups. This is confirmed by the accuracy of the test, and it turns out that the TET trainer has ~10% dodge with Muskan, which means you get hit no matter any more DR will help you over. In short, Orokon is better than Muskan, but
Moscon is fine to evade builds. It is realistically very similar to red nose opposite gum tree shield, with test differences showing figures similar to the 200 HP difference between the two shields. If you already have a moscoone, you may also use it even further gear development, but try getting orgon if you don't have something. Don't get musk to start though. Ultimate Meme Build: I don't think anyone has
tried this but someone should! [Link] Skills Before Awakening Basic Skills: (Translated from Inven) tells you what skills do and the specifics about them, good for pre-56 skills. The witch and the wizard have even common skills awakening. A guide to the basics of awakening skills: (charming/therapist) decent reading-up on the basics of skills, tells you what skills and peculiarities do about them. Another
guide about skills and other stuff: (for wizard) pre-awakening skill guidelines: skills mostly secondary level dps such as remaining lightning and fireball explosion. Then get great skills like blizzard and meteor if possiblewants to reach 56 to wake up asap asap: pre-awakening skills to maintain: protected, spell speed, Mana Shield, Teleport + Ult Teleport, both heals, Spellbound Heart, Skilled Hunter, Infinite
Mastery move to subsequent levels, you can get more skill points to stage Pre-awakening skills such as: mind training (percent CS stacks on + true, works on very awakening skills) meteor (useful for group battles) freezing (good for small size PvP) Blizzard (useful for group battles) frozen fog (good for small size PvP) lightning (circumstantial) priorities: choosing these skills first, red is good for P but not
necessary in PvE : Awakening skills. Some of them aren't. Unless PvPing or PvE endgame like yuk or chilling wave. Debuffs are also not necessary (Paralysis, Ritardando) Teleport and Thtelport (why you don't have these) Healing: Aura Healing and LighthouseBuffs Healing: Spell Speed, Spellbound Heart (Blue Heavenly), Sage Memory, Protected Area, Mana Shield (both extremely important in PvP), Lvl
56 Rabam HealingFreeze then Frigid FogMind Training: + Cast Speed for Pre-Awakening and Awakening on Top 5 Throws Speed of Damage Skills Before Awakening: Blizzard, Meteor, Earthquake, Lightning, Lightning Series, Skills Etc: You need a higher level of awakening before getting these in the first place. Don't worry about these until you have more than 1600 SP. Level 57 Rapham: Do these after
Absolutes because you need the maximum basic requirements first skill builds these are general barebones skills builds. It doesn't change if you're a trained replacement, or PvE, the skills will stay the same. You can get a free skill reset before 56, one more right after awakening. Trees may vary for you, due to new exp enthusiasts without exp skill enthusiasts. Use this as a general idea. Shiomizu's
fascinating skills of combo and matching guide (document) [OLD] Boesewicht in Magic Wizard (Document) mechanics and CombosWitches can read and tap too! Especially important are the matches versus other classes! Witch Awakening Skill Explanation and Tips (YouTube) Absolute Skills Absolute Skills are an extra level on top of unawakened staff skills. They require that you completely maximize
undemy skill before taking absolute skill. You should not be taking absolute skills unless you level 60 (or even 61) and have at least 1600 SP. Awakened skills will do more DPS and safer to use than slower but unawakeed strong skill, so you will need max wake up skills first. Skill structures are listed in the skill structures section. Cranium and Krystalie Skills Shooter Video [Link] shows you the differences
between pre-waking and new absolute skills [a deputy element for more information about these skills come out] Inven absolute skills to take the competency [link] efficiency using absolute skills – go to the witch/wizYou shouldn't worry about absolute skills until you have 1600 SP anyway. They are very slow for PvE and are used in positioning in PvP. Rabam Skills NA/EU Link: [Official] You can only
choose 1 rapam for level 56 one for level 57 does not cost sp you do not lock the skill if you take these, so you can still use sage memory level 56: both: Sage memory + beacon healing - almost complete heals you with super shield. It's probably the best option, but preference can steer you away. Processor: Sage + fireball – used in positioning, can be taken on a charming preference: sage + lightning –
used in positioning, can be taken at a preference level 57: both: quick earthquake: do the damage a little more, slightly faster thunder trembling: super slow shield, SA lasts longer because the slowest one does more damage, the other Debov is slow. However, SWIFT EQ requires less SP and you really shouldn't bother either until you have enough SP to maximize absolutes first. Witch/Wiz Hotbars Witch
Collector/Hotbars Wizard [Link] Here is a link to a collage of Witch/Wiz Hotbars. They have taken from experienced magicians and magicians. Blue outline = witch, red outline = wizardThe GPS on some of these hotbars may be strange, but this collage is mostly to know the skills that people are hotbarring. Position and keys are for your preference! Pets are generally called, our pets do little damage but can
add a little damage. Each have a long skill and a telegram scc that you can use with right-click if the pet call skill off calming down. Pets can not die easily and can be turned with F. can be de-call by putting skill on hotbar and using it from there when you get annoyed by them after you all the time. This pet ringed is Tate (witch) or Arnie (wizard). (Tate) is a lightning man and (Arnie) is a water girl I personally
find that pets range better for Pve, because they won't get in the way and the ranged attack can go further, allowing pets to finish the last few mobs you've missed. This pet melee is gore (witch) or Marge (wizard). Gore is gollem rock and Marge is a fire golem/demon/thing. Pet melee stay closer to you and you must close in on enemies to attack. They are useful in that they can block incoming visits because
sometimes they will direct car targeting skills towards them. They can also prevent other players from seeing the same way. They are not as useful as in PvE because they must go up to the mob, but nice in PvP for a mass body. MP management this is not the guard, how do we have mp management problems? The mp's management is about 3MP sources: Sphera Training, Mana Drain, and Spellbound
Heart Training – this involves leveling up Sphera's training to be effective. You end up spamming A+D and left click to get mp again. It's fast, but you'll be interrupting your fighting flow (not skill flows) and it doesn't do much damage. Mana Drain – this can be down with or without maxing mana drain. The positive side is that it's kind of fast and you get all your MP back. The downside is that this skill is almost
harmless, you are fixed for a while, and you swap back to the personnel mode, which will significantly interrupt your fighting flow. Spellbound Heart - this is my favorite option. It's the lords that follow you around and give you mp again while giving you 10% motion speed. You may not get completely complete, but you can also get the vicar back from awakening skills. The danger is in the 1v1s, so you have
to be careful because you may run out completely. Additional skill note about add-ons: Add-ons generally have the slightest differences between each other. It will work for PVE or PvE. The only major get pvE is the +20 Monster Damage (which skill it's on depends on the witch/wiz). Some add-ons do not stack up. The Buff/debuff can not be applied at the same time, unless it is one of the main skill effect.
Witch: Az's Add-On's: Hoy's Add-On: Stolen from Hui, Pre-Waking Skills Only: PvP Damage + 5 and +15 DP on PvP Damage Freeze + 5 and -4% Speed of Movement on 3% and 2% Meteor Accuracy 0 MP recovery per hit on the remaining lightning or 5% accuracy and +15 dp on skull earthquake Add on: Processor: Hero Suggestions: Blackburn Suggestions: Taken from Blackburn's skill add on video
(YouTube) Staff: Blast fireball all defense +15 for 10 seconds. For the soul. + 15% chance to smash down for a multi-purpose magic darts attack PvP +5 for 5 seconds. + Immediately refund 3 mp for each hit. Remaining lightning all the speed of motion +4% for 10 seconds. + Immediately refund 20 mp for each hit. Wake up: Aqua Prison Blast Attack against +20 monsters for 8 seconds. Inflict 42 bleeding
damage in 3 seconds. Catastrophic all defense +10 for 10 seconds. + Each evasion +5% for 10 seconds. Hellfire each critical hit rate +10% for 9 seconds. 40 poison damages in 3 seconds. Special charming magicians and wizard do not really have animation cancels like other classes. Witch: Use a poisonous field (E Awakening) will direct the mob towards it. This includes tamer pets and a charming
call/wizard. In the teleportation queues (pressing shift + space key), then immediately face another direction from the one encountered when the buttons are pressed, the project will fake the teleport movement towards the initial direction, while the communication is actually moving towards a second. Magical evasion, earth response, tvport cancel-mouse beacon movements can in turn give you certain skills
immediately after casting: Blizzard, Teleport, Thunderbolt, Nir of Adversity are some wizard examples: using a lava field (E Awakening) will direct the mob towards it. This includes tamer pets and a charming call/wizard. In the teleportation queues (pressing shift + space key), then immediately face another direction from the one encountered when the buttons are pressed, the project will fake the teleport
movement towards the initial direction, while the communication is actually moving towards a second. Magic Evasion, Earth Response, And Phone Call Cancel Beacon Mouse Movements Can In turn Give You Certain Skills Immediately After Casting: Blizzard, Teleport, Aqua Prison, Hellfire Are Some Examples Of Charming Rotation Groups and Wizard Doesn't Really Have Standard Combos/Rotations.
Both classes are very circumstantial and you must learn any of your 6 skills have a super shield or block to use accordingly. You can learn more about your skills and effects here. In PvE, skills are still circumstantial. Most charming/wizard skills do enough damage on their own not requiring combos in PvE. Then it's just a matter of knowing which of your skills and flows and doing great damage, and using
those skills when you're off calming down. Example of PvP mode such as: freeze on CD, SRC tries to hop in and CC, Witch counts up voltiak pulse. Voltiac has an SA that blocks CC, and then causes binding. Then you can use a broken balance that gets a double down attack on the border for additional damage. You can be a dead brain witch/wizard and only roll blindly AoEs into groups, or you can
master your skills and actually get good. Statistics in BDO, if you are new to the game, they are different from the traditional MMORPG. Many statistics are hidden, including the damage you are dealing with, and even whether your attacks miss or strike. LevelLevels' offensive statistics in BDO are similar to most MMORPG. You get a higher level, you get stronger. However, the gear in this game is not
bound by level requirements. Instead, a top-level player has a greater chance of ground attacks and dealing with the effects of crowd control, thus dealing with more damage. Skills also handle a lot of damage as you level, making you generally stronger. 58 is almost average for pvp scene, and 60 is a soft cover, which is not uncommon either. APAP is your main offensive stats. The more AP you have, the
more damage you'll be addressing. It is recommended to get as much AP as possible to allow for faster planting, and to deal with more damage to accuracyMost players than your multi-hit skills, meaning the damage is divided between multiple strikes from the same attack. Since each injury has a chance to miss, not having enough accuracy will severely weaken your effective damage. Generally, the
presence of Bheg gloves, kazarka staff, and TRI: red coral earring, will be sufficient to land enough visits. MPMP is used for cast skills. Not having enough MP means not being able to cast skills. Generally, using the correct rotation of skills is enough to keep our MP. However, your mana magic shield will be consumed to reduce the damage taken. Keep two mp potions in case you get hairy things.
StaminaUsed to perform actions such as jumping or jogging. It is also used for evasion (shift + trend). You will generally have enough stamina gained from regular play. FastAllows casting the fastest casting of skills. A total of 5 levels of casting speed are available. More speed casting can be obtained by amateurs. 5 Speed casting is recommended at all times of fighting. Percent of the speed of casting
(amateur, mind training) will stack on top of the correct numbers (+1, +2, etc.) critically hit RateAllows for you attacks to deal with serious damage. 5 Critical injury rate levels are recommended for combat times. However, prioritize the speed of casting on the critical hit Speed Rate.Attackfor witches and wizards. Note: No single category will use both attack speed and casting speed. HPImproves defensive
stats survive. Charming and wizard is naturally squishy, so HP is recommended ample for Pvp, and endgame PvE gameplay. Dibba is a combination of damage reduction (DR) and evasion. Some accessories give priority to DR, while others give priority to evasion. Shields are a combination of both, with Boss Gear generally having more evasion. Analysis of each DR gear and dodging value can be found
here. Damage reduction - damage reduced from That land. Note that although the damage caused by attacks is reduced, the effects of crowd control continue to affect the character. Evasion - higher evasion means less landing. This means less crowd control effects, less total damage that actually hits your character. Moscin shoes, along with Rozar/Kara/Bareing Dagger provide a large amount of evasion.
Dodging is a favorite counter for AP builds where the player gives high AP priority without sufficient accuracy. CC ResistanceCrystals will be the main source of crowd control resistance. Manus Jewel accessories are also by, but ineffective. SpeedStat traffic that allows for movement speed in general. Recommend to get this as high as possible to speed up grinding and movement on battlefields. Videos and
add-ons and hero wizard 1v1 video (YouTube) nice video montage on potential 1v1 wizard. It's useful to note how hero chains freeze it to extend the downs to keep the opponent locked. Hero Wiz vs Striker (youtube) wizard 1v1 with anti-classAlso great music Horsey Wiz PvP Video (YouTube) Blackburn Processor Skill Rotation Guide (YouTube) 42 minutes video on how to be a wizard. Lyaah Witch Duels
(check out his channel for more!) (Channel) vs. Sork, Tamer is a good reference for charming questions and answers. What should I do next with my equipment? Do I need red coral earrings? Current data indicate that we do not need RCE. With accuracy up to nearly 90% vs. TET trainer with AP gear, we also have accuracy stacked with skills. It may be useful to use against dodging enemies, but these are
fairly rare. The following suggestions are: 1x TRI: Red coral earring, along with Bheg gloves, Kazarka staff are generally advised to reach optimum level of accuracy for PP.A rough order of earrings are: DUO charming earrings &lt; TRI: Red Coral Earrings: Red Coral Earrings = TRI: Witch Earrings Earrings: Charming Earring &lt; TRI: Tungrad Earrings: Tongrad Earrings &lt; TET: Red Coral Earrings 50%
of people go 2x AP earrings, and another 50% go 1 RCE + 1 AP earring. A few do not 2x RCE. OFFICIAL BDO: Connecting CC (Crowd Control) Chiomiso Guide: Connecting Life Skills and Maps Links: Life Help Skill: Life Skill Book How to Skill Life: How Do Life Skills? Grind the map why is the milling of the gold map??? The old one was very old, please contribute by finding/making a new one! Market FAQ
Dearest in the Market: Linking Failstacking Guide how to Fail: Mororlan TV promoting general az schemes fail stacks based on nothing but choosing random points that may or may not be effective: promote for... Green X / BlueFS for Boss10101111121111111113161418151520PRI15-2015-20DUO20-2525-35TRI 3 0-4030-50TET35 +45 + Chinese probability chart: Another probability scheme: to be clear:
the only difference between PVE and PVP is that you do not take PVP damage and speed movement debuff addons if you 100% PVE concentrated. Blizzard has been changed to have split damage. This means, instead of each goal receiving the full damage of skill, the damage now divisions and fewer targets are hit more. This change means getting an absolute blizzard to be useless. However, if during
the contract/siege/battles war you feel that the CD of a blizzard is too long, leveling to level 3 is not a bad choice. Skill building recommendations (contribution by only one and presbyterian!) level 1 to 56: First of all take this note, we have before the absolute awakening feels slow and weak. Natural. The skill that we recommend to be damaged: – lightning series – fire ball + blast – multiple magic arrows –
lightning + lightning remaining in level 56, after completing the awakening quest you will receive a reward from the black spirit to restore your skills. Your goal for 56 should be something like this: the witch the wizard if you are not close to it, priorities: – all the awakening skills you are able to take (for a therapist excluding a chilling wave, witch exclusion break balance) – mind training (cast speed) -
telephony transfer - healing aura and beacon - spell speed - infinite mastery (HP passive) – skilled hunter - memory sage - if you feel the absence of maana, Spellbound's heart (can be ruled out) up to level 60, your priority is to maximize awakening skills (the processor excludes chilling wave + flow, charming balance excludes break + flow). To be fully ready PVP, your goal is about 1600~1800 S. Witch
processor skill priorities (witch): – Magic Shield - Protected Area (Nodewars) – Absolute Meteor – Absolute Fireball Explosion – Multiple Magic Arrows – Multiple Magic Arrows – Multiple Shooter - Lightning Shooter – Dagger Shooter – Blizzard III (only for knot wars and only if you feel a very long CD on I) past that option, depends on the player. RABAM Witch Notes: Level 56 - Light Sage. This is the best
thing to support your team members, very good for pvp in all metrics and pve in all metrics. Level 57 - Earthquake of speed. Use pve only, nice to pull fast when grinding. Skill Priorities (Wizard): - Magic Shield - Protected Area (Nodewars) - Absolute Meteor - Absolute Fireball Explosion - Absolute Multiple Magic Arrows - Absolute Dagger Shooter - Absolute Lightning Remaining – Blizzard III (only for node
wars and only if you feel cd too long on Blizzard I). The past is that, the choice depends on the player. RABAM Notes Processor: Level 56 - Light Sage. Again, for all scenarios is the most recommended. However, the Sage Rage is an OK option for PVE and sometimes 1v1 cases. Level 57 - Earthquake of speed. Use pve only, nice to pull fast when grinding. Addons are additional effects added to your
skills. You can choose up to 3 pre-awakened skills and up to 3 awakened skills (all unlocked in level 60). You can switch your accessories around either Memory fragments or by having cliff additional skills on the guide (Pearl Item) in skill manager. Competencies do not affect Rabam's skills. Since The Adons rely on style of play and preference, listed below are examples of good players from The
Witch/Wiz Discord. Latis/ Smirkes (processor) earthquake – Mix PvE/PvP Adon, keep 20% grit up easy in PvE as I do 1 tick of it to pull the mob (Aak/hyst) and our orange is just good accuracy. Fireball – Mix PvE/PvP addon, we have the highest source of mob damage at 25 and has 100% uptime if you follow the path, 10% pour stacks with everything else you do make combos very smooth in PvP if you
rabam cancel MMA – Mix Pve/PvP use it to hit the past in PvE, Well 5 PVP AP. Hellfire – completely PVE, although crit if it is useful for editing and combo kill wake up, the speed of casting there completely causes dot damage on it redundant as I'm never going to use this skill in PVP except when I'm 100% safe and use it also kill people. Prison – also PvE, the best source of ap mob in Kate awake kata –
PvP, the best amateur self % evasion is always busted Skarium (witch) presbyterian (witch) – PVP focused. Satomi (Witch) – PVP focused Gear Guide 0-200 AP found on the most still most controversy to date. The only thing you should pay attention to is that you shouldn't be getting red coral earrings as part of your main building. Kazarka VS Offin for new players and low-trend people, continues to
recommend Kazarka's staff. Didn't? Because it's much easier to get compared offin. At a higher level of gear, Offin's advantage is to subtract the pre-awakening arc to 261-269. +2 grit is also a nice touch, but not the main part. These are brackets that I recommend people who got offin to use. If you are able to access the same AP before awakening with Kazarka, you are better off using it as high gear, and
more precision can benefit you. It is not wrong to use either of them. The black star will eventually be rewritten. Green Awakening vs. Blue Awakening for new players, it is recommended to take the green awakening (Pri aad sphera / Tati Gooder Sphera) because it is cheaper and easier to fix (arms dealer Altinova sells them). It is better to save money for the dandelion awakening weapon in the future. End
game builds (by Latis) an important note: bdoplanner +2 AP/+2 DP does not display due to a settlement of up to 56, 60 and bartley magazine. All builds include crystal setup! With regard to cobelinus (if you don't have Garmouth); Base equipment – applies to both categories, Caphras levels; Level 3 on Dim Tree, Orokon, Bheg Griffon please note bdocodex does not add any AP/DP bonus of ups or
magazines level. This lacks 2 AP and 2 DP (currently). Processor (and other dodging style categories such as Mystic and Attacker or if you want to go dodging...) the difference in the dodging base between the wizard and the witch is 20. However, this construction is basically the best for a processor thanks to The SAs 3. Caphras levels; Level 1 Kazarka, Level 3 Dand, Level 3 Dim Tree and Housing, Level
13 Hef Head, Level 11 Hef Gloves. The progress of here is pen weapons in pen shields, Muskan-&gt; Dem-&gt; Libor Witch (and other DR style categories such as valk, warrior, zerker or if you just don't want to go dodging) this is a full DR focused on building, installing layers with a block or lots of frontal guards. Charming only DR gear, Caphras levels; Level 4 on Dim, Griffon, Oregon, Joyful. Level 4
Kazarka and Level 2 Dandelion. The witches unfortunately have a very steep construction path from here, going to pen shields Bheg -&gt; Oro or Dim -&gt; Griffon. The end of the aakman grinding game can be said to be the best end game spot for both the witch and wizard, money-wise. The minimum AP you must have is 240+ with TET mute offhand. Here is a link to the guide made by Jackiefelix to
akman and if you lost an underwater temple (for now) in the future end of the game grinding the next area. This information has been provided by beautiful Korean streaming Romeo minimum AP: 280 (with Novère). Minimum DP: 320. Class rating to grind there: the top layer is mystic and zerker. The good class is Surk, Lahn, Ranger, Darkknight and Falk. Ok the class are warrior, archer, tamer, moses,
maewha, ninja, kono. Unfortunately, witchcraft and magic are probably the worst category for the region. Note, as there are not many strikers in Korea, there is no information. Mirumok's best instant EXP set grinding stains (up to 3 people for money + 2 more can EXP). The requirement starts from 235 AP with TET Kutum. The 269+ Cotom AP has some layers capable of solo. Gyfin is another PVE content
collection, considered less compared to Mirumok but is for a 5-man party. Tomb of the Stars will be rewritten a key point of the spot: damaged earrings (should be added soon). Minimum AP: 280 (nouvelle) / 269 (mute). Minimum DP: 320. List of all changes to The Witch/Wizard (from Korean Notes) May 23, 2019 Big Amateur! 8th May 2019 (EU/NA) Voltic casting speed increased 31 May 2018 Gore,
Marge, Arne, Tate AP increased by 8024 May 2018 100% BSR meteor iced from FG to SA, Raphams earthquake, thunderstorm, break balance, aqua prison and walid from CC destruction changed to PVE only17 May 2018 snow damage division (PVP) and absolute damage, absolute storm nerff Light Sage loses super shield, enhanced protected area, Fissure wave CC PVE only, explosive flow/water
ball/flow: Aqua Bomb Damage Division (PVP) May 10th Super Shield removed from some awakening skills 3 May 2018 change Orange Z turned itself to all classes, CC effects will be activated only on the first hit of all skills and will not be affected by dodging stats, the processor gets block when holding S in awakening19 April 2018 increase PVP dmg, new CC mechanics February 2018 processor/witch
improvements mechanic eternal question: Who is better? Both the witch and the wizard have their own advantages based on style. The wizard is more suited to open field battles and 1v1 style, while the witch is stronger in choking zone battles. Both can be good at other points too. It all depends on your gear skills. Gear.
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